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Z
nO is a direct band gap (exp �3.3
eV) semiconductor1 crystallizing in
the wurtzite (WZ) structure; the

zinc blende (ZB) structure, which differs

from WZ at the third neighbor only, is not

observed in nature since thermodynami-

cally it is a metastable phase. Pressure in-

duced phase transitions from WZ to ZB

are however achieved (�9 GPa) in com-

mercial polycrystalline ZnO with a pro-

nounced hysterisis or, in some cases, with

a portion of the cubic phase persisting

during decompression.2 ZnO branched

nanostructures like tetrapods (TPs), which

are normally grown by strongly nonadia-

batic techniques, can present polytypism

because of the presence of a common

polar axis (the stacking direction) and of

the similarity of the nonpolar facets con-

taining the full stacking sequence.3 This

can be true also for a variety of semicon-

ductor nanostructures that are at present

extensively studied4�6 as the basis for

novel material and devices. It is there-

fore interesting to trap the cubic struc-

ture at ambient conditions.

The growth of WZ ZnO branched nano-

structures containing the ZB phase, allows

in principle to interface different crystallo-

graphic structures with distinct electronic

properties. Both the ZnO zinc blende and

wurtzite lattices are noncentrosymmetric

and can thus sustain the piezoelectric ef-

fect; furthermore, the hexagonal structure

(WZ) exhibits a unique rotation axis (the po-

lar 6-fold axis) and is thus compatible with

the conditions for pyroelectricity7 and spon-

taneous polarization, which are absent in

ZB. The two phases exhibit different band

gaps, electronic and elastic properties. So,

the presence of cubic and hexagonal

phases in the same tetrapod offers novel

routes in the design of nanodevices made

by a single nanostructure. Indeed, the pos-

sibility to obtain alternating WZ and ZB

phases along the TP arms, as already shown

in III�V NWs where the ZB and WZ phases

are both thermodynamically allowed,8

would be extremely interesting and intrigu-

ing since the nanostructure spontaneously

presents one arm oriented perpendicular to

the substrate. This finding leaves the field

open for fundamental research and device

application allowing in principle to design

nanodevices9�15 or to electrodynamically

confine a single ZnO TP, to manipulate its

position, and to make it lasing16 or to ex-

ploit a different response to surface func-

tionalization. Up to now, in the literature,

the ZB phase in ZnO TPs has been discussed

only in relation to the nature of the TP core.

Some models have been proposed to ex-

plain the nucleation of the WZ TP arms ei-

ther on ZB17,18 or WZ19�21 cores. Recently,

the nucleation of ZnO TPs with wurtzite-

type arms branching off a zinc blend

core6,22 has been directly observed. An-
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ABSTRACT Tailoring the structural and electronic properties of 3D nanostructures via bottom-up techniques

would pave the way for novel low-cost applications. One of such possibilities is offered by ZnO branched

nanostructures like tetrapods, that have recently attracted attention for nanodevice applications from

nanoelectronics to drug delivery. The conventional picture is that ZnO arms are thermodynamically stable only in

the wurtzite phase. Here, we provide the first experimental evidence of unpredicted extended zinc blend phases

(50�60 nm long) embedded in the arms of ZnO wurtzite tetrapods. In particular, decisive evidence is obtained

from the one-to-one correlation between high lateral resolution cathodoluminescence spectroscopy,

monochromatic contrast maps, and atomic resolution transmission electron microscopy images of ZnO single TPs.

This observation is not specific to ZnO and can have a general validity for the understanding of the nucleation

mechanisms in semiconducting 3D nanostructures for device applications.
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other group23 grew single-crystal ZnO cubic nanorods
on patterned substrates.

To our knowledge, concerning the ZnO TPs, all the
researchers however agree that the arms have a WZ
structure. Here we report on the first experimental evi-
dence of large portions (50�60 nm in length and as
large and thick as the whole arms) of zinc blende phase
found embedded in the arms as well as at the arm tips
in catalyst-free TPs nucleating as a floating particulate
brought by a gas stream (see Experimental Methods).
Employing high lateral resolution cathodolumines-
cence (CL) spectroscopy and monochromatic imaging,
high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-
TEM) and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, we
provide a detailed study of the TP arms and character-
ize the heteropolytype structure: the complete corre-
spondence between the ZB CL imaging and HRTEM
analyses confirms this result, by providing a direct im-
age of the different zones. No evidence of the ZB phase
in all the other WZ ZnO nanostructures (nanocombs,
nanowires) grown with the same technique under dif-
ferent growth conditions has been found. Our findings
of the cubic phase at the TP arms and tips contradict
the conclusions based on thermodynamic reasons that
the ZB cannot grow upon the WZ phase.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optical properties of bunches of TPs have been
studied by large area PL spectroscopy at liquid helium
temperature and the results have been compared with
those obtained from ZnO nanowires (NWs) and nano-
combs (NCs). The comparison (Figure 1), revealed that
only the TPs presented a typical emission peak at 3.29
eV. Since the dimensions of our TPs do not allow for any
quantum confinement effects, the interpretation of
the spectra has been done on the basis of literature
data concerning bulk ZnO emissions. As a consequence,
the band at 3.29 eV has been attributed to the ZB ZnO
near band edge (NBE) emission at 10 K.24 In addition,
the band peaks at 3.36 eV and at 3.314 eV have been as-

cribed to the NBE3 and to the exciton to neutral accep-

tor (A0X)25 transitions in WZ ZnO, respectively.

To precisely determine the relative spatial distribu-

tion of the WZ and ZB phases inside the TPs and to

study the influence of the growth parameters on both

the onset and spatial localization of the ZB phase, CL

spectroscopy and monochromatic imaging at liquid He-

lium temperature have been carried out on single TPs

with variable dimensions and shape.

Figure 2a shows a typical CL spectrum of the TP re-

ported in Figure 2b. Accurate Gaussian multipeak de-

convolution procedures gave the main peak centered

at 3.36 eV due to four bands. The first one at 3.373 eV

is assigned to the WZ ZnO free exciton (FX) emission26

and the remaining ones at 3.363, 3.354, and 3.352 eV

are assigned to bound exciton to neutral donor transi-

tions (D0X).26 Furthermore, the peaks at 3.308 and 3.314

eV are found to be due to WZ exciton-to neutral accep-

tor (A0X)25 or the first LO phonon replica of the WZ

phase26 and free electron to neutral acceptor (A0e) tran-

sitions with the acceptor states confined to basal stack-

ing faults (SFs), respectively.27

Figure 2. (a) Experimental CL spectrum of the micrometric ZnO TP re-
ported in panel b. T � 13 K, beam energy Eb� 5 keV. (b) Typical TP col-
lected from the high temperature zone of the reactor (T � 650 °C).
The average arm length is more than 1 �m. The gray features on the
background come from the carbon tape used to stick the TP.

Figure 1. Large area PL spectra of a bunch of hundreds of
TPs (red curve) and NWs (blue curve). The usual behavior of
an NBE transition as a function of decreasing temperature
has been verified.
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As for the band at 3.29 eV, by comparing our CL

spectroscopy and imaging and HRTEM structural inves-

tigations (see discussion on Figures 1�4) and in agree-

ment with recent works,24,28,29 we can unambiguously

state that the band at 3.29 eV arises from the ZB NBE

emission. Following,25,30 the 3.236 and 3.213 eV transi-

tions can be due to WZ and ZB LO phonon replicas, re-

spectively. It is worth noting that the difference be-

tween the center of mass of the WZ and ZB NBE peaks

(�64 meV) is in fairly good agreement with density

functional theory (DFT) results31 and only slightly

smaller than the value of 80 meV reported by Yeh

et al.32

Figure 3 shows typical monochromatic images of

the spatial distribution of WZ and ZB emissions from a

single tetrapod of micrometer scaled dimensions. Fig-

ure 3a shows the conventional SEM image of the spe-

cific tetrapod studied. In Figure 3b the spatial distribu-

tion of the NBE emission of the WZ phase obtained

collecting the sole emission at 3.36 eV (monochro-

matic CL imaging) is shown. It is apparent that the CL

emission from the hexagonal phase is homoge-

neously distributed all across the TP arms except

for the presence of triangular-shaped nonradiative

recombination lines (marked with yellow arrows) at

the interface between the TP core and the protrud-

ing arms. An additional fainter dark line can be also

seen along one of the arms (red arrow). Accurate HR-

TEM studies of the core structure of hundreds of

TPs with variable dimensions revealed the presence

of basal-plane SFs and/or twin boundaries (TBs) in all

the samples investigated. Thus observation drives

us to ascribe the CL nonradiative lines arranged in

a triangular shape in Figure 2b to the presence of SFs

at the boundaries between the arms (WZ/WZ inter-

face with a twin relationship22) or between the arms

Figure 3. Comparison among the secondary electron (SE) (a) and low temperature monochromatic CL images in false colors (panels b,
c, and d taken at the NBE energy values of WZ (3.36 eV), WZ A0X (3.31 eV), and ZB (3.29 eV) phases, respectively. The cubic emission in
panel d comes from SFs located at the TP interface between core and legs. Panel e reports the CL spectrum from the TP in panel a ob-
tained at T � 13 K. The TP has been collected from the high temperature zone of the reactor (T � 650 °C). (f) Zero loss filtered TEM im-
age of a typical small TP; the fourth leg is hidden and visible as a dark shadow in the center. (g) HRTEM picture of the TP from the red
square in panel f showing the legs are WZ type, with the growth directions along the c-axis and arranged according to the hexagonal
symmetry (angles in among each other are about 120°).
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and the core (WZ/WZ or possibly ZB/WZ interface)33

and/or to twin boundaries.21,33,34

The micrographs in Figure 3 panels c and d are

taken by collecting and imaging only the CL emissions

at 3.31 and 3.29 eV, respectively (see Figure 3e). Note

the spatial localization of those emissions at the inter-

face between TP core and legs. It is worth mentioning

that two of the nonradiative recombination lines at 3.36

eV, indicated by yellow arrows, become bright when

the CL monochromatic emission at 3.31 eV is collected.

This result suggests a strong asymmetric segregation

of intrinsic point defects (e.g., VZn, Oi, OZn)27 between the

four legs of the TPs, due to the strain field at planar de-

fects, resulting in a transition involving a shallow accep-

tor. The reason of the asymmetry could be correlated to

different internal strain fields, to different planar defect

reactivity (SFs, TBs) or to different polarization fields.

Furthermore, the assignment of the transition to na-

tive point defects also explains the homogeneous distri-

bution of the luminescence all along the TP arms. Fi-

nally, the presence of a cubic phase at the basis of the

protruding arm is also apparent (Figure 3d, �3.29 eV).

Following the CL results, HRTEM has been used to study

first the crystal structure of the TP cores. Contrary to

what was expected from previous results,22 it is worth

noting that all the TPs investigated, independently on

the leg dimensions, did not reveal any extended por-

tions of cubic symmetry at the TP cores (Figure 3f,g).

Our branched nanostructures nucleate from an hexago-

nal core following the model proposed in the

literature;19�21 as a consequence, the CL monochro-

matic imaging of a cubic phase inside the TP cores must

be ascribed to the nucleation of SFs17,19,22 and/or

TBs,21,33,34 in agreement with the structural results

that consider the formation of basal-plane stacking

faults at the leg/core interfaces as the driving force for

the nucleation of the WZ phase onto a ZB one.35,36

The reason of the strong localization of the CL cu-

bic emission at the SFs is that the WZ/ZB interface

exhibits a type-II line-up (see ref 35 for ZnO and ref

37 for III-nitrides). The SFs induce a downward shift

of the conduction band minimum (CBM), they have a

direct band gap at � and act as quantum well-like

structures for electrons and holes. However, the SFs

are not supposed to induce any quantum confine-

ment since the CBM states are not to be found very

localized.35 However, since a deeper discussion of

the TP cores is beyond the purpose of this paper, in

the following we will focus on the optical and struc-

tural properties of only the TP arms.

Accurate CL and HRTEM investigations of TPs with an

average dimension similar to those shown in Figure 2

and Figure 3 did not reveal ZB extended phases along

the arms, only SFs and TBs have been found. When TPs

Figure 4. (a) Zero loss low magnification TEM image of a TP
arm obtained under optimum diffraction contrast conditions
to show a sequence of SFs, g � �0001� type; (b) BF HRTEM mi-
crograph of the elliptical portion in red shown in panel a. The
sequence of extended WZ/ZB/WZ areas is shown by the dif-
fractograms reported as insets.

Figure 5. (a) SEM micrograph of a nanometer sized TP; (b) the blue and red CL
spectra have been collected from the blue and red rectangular areas in panel a.
The inset represents the CL spectrum from the whole TP. Gaussian deconvolution
procedures gave the usual WZ and ZB energy values. The CL spectra have been ac-
quired at a beam energy Eb � 5 kV, T � 10 K and 500 000 times of magnification. For
that reason the spectra are slightly noisy. (c) SEM picture of a portion of a TP arm of
about 500 nm in length; (d) false color monochromatic CL image of the same area as
in panel c. The emission from the ZB phase (3.29 eV) at the arm tip and from an in-
termediate zone is shown.
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collected from areas of the reactor at lower tempera-

tures (smaller average size) are investigated, a different

scenario comes out and in addition to SFs, HRTEM inves-

tigations of the sample arms surprisingly reveal the unex-

pected and unpredicted presence of extended cubic phases

in between hexagonal ones (Figure 4a,b). TPs with arms

shorter than 200�300 nm in length are then fully investi-

gated. Figure 5 panels a and b show the SEM images of

a TP with arms shorter than 200 nm and the LT CL spec-

tra from the core and one tip, respectively. In this case, the

presence of cubic phase emission also at the TP tip is

found as shown by accurate Gaussian deconvolution re-

ported in the inset of Figure 5b. In some cases it has been

possible to image the monochromatic CL emission from

the cubic phase along the arm as shown in Figure 5d.

Note that the lateral dimension of the CL emission con-

trast from the ZB areas is larger than the size of the cubic

phases in HRTEM images (see Figures 4 and 6) because of

the influence of the experimental parameters on the lat-

eral resolution of the CL technique.38 Also in this case, HR-

TEM studies reveal extended cubic phases at the TP arm

tips with an even larger dimension. As an example, Figure

6 shows wide ZB zones at the tip of the TP (40�50 nm

along the growth axis) collected from an oven area at 200

°C � T � 415 °C. It is worth noting that the lateral dimen-

sion of these cubic phases is much larger than that of

the SFs that do not extend more than a few atomic

layers.35,39 Our results, in contradiction to theoretical

calculations,32,40 demonstrate that the nucleation of

stable, extended, and alternating ZB/WZ phases (see Fig-

ures 4b and 6b) is allowed under suitable growth condi-

tions along ZnO TP arms.

The growth method used for obtaining our TPs is a

catalyst-free “in-stream” mechanism which can allow us

to control and modulate the shape of ZnO TPs41 and pre-

sents different growth conditions from those employed

to grow our ZnO nanocombs, nanowires, etc. As for our

experiments, while NCs and NWs grow in Zn excess con-

ditions onto a substrate where liquid Zn droplets are

present, the TPs directly nucleate while floating in the va-

por phase at very high Zn and O supersaturation condi-

tions, that is, out of the thermodynamic equilibrium con-

ditions (see Experimental Methods). Further theoretical

studies must be carried out to develop a quantitative

model to explain the existence of an extended cubic

phase at the tip of the TP arms. However, the main pur-

pose of this paper was to give a solid experimental evi-

dence of the occurrence of ZB stable and extended

phases at the TP arms and the achievement of a growth

procedure to obtain nano TPs with coexisting WZ and ZB

phases. We believe our results have a general validity for

semiconduting nanostructures and we expect they will

stimulate new contributions from theoreticians and ex-

perts in principles of crystal growth. It is in fact well-

known that, in addition to ZnO, the ZB phase is the ini-

tial nucleus also for the growth of nanostructures like ZnS,

CdSe, CdS, and MnS42�46 even if it is rather unstable and

quickly transforms into the WZ phase as the crystal be-

comes bigger.

In conclusion, the nucleation of cubic ZnO massive

phases embedded into the hexagonal arms of nanotetra-

pods has been experimentally shown. Different ZnO

nanostructures, like nanowires or nanocombs, do not

present any ZB phases. This observation has been as-

cribed to the different growth conditions used. The struc-

tural and optical properties of single tetrapods have been

studied by HRTEM and SEM-CL spectroscopy and imag-

ing. The results showed a one-to-one spatial correspon-

dence between the monochromatic CL imaging of the ZB

phase NBE emission and HRTEM lattice micrographs. The cu-

bic zones have been found in nanometer-sized TPs, mean-

Figure 6. (a) Atomic resolution TEM micrograph of an arm tip of a TP
collected in the coldest area of the reactor (200 °C � T � 415 °C). The ex-
tended ZB phase (40 nm � 80 nm) nucleates onto a WZ area; a basal SF is
also shown at the WZ/ZB interface; (b) enlargement of a portion of the cu-
bic/hexagonal interface area (red square). Cubic and hexagonal diffracto-
grams from the tip and arm are respectively reported in the insets show-
ing the parallelism between the WZ C axis and the �111� type directions
of the ZB lattice (the red lines are guides for the eyes).
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while, in micrometer-sized TPs, there is no evidence of cubic
phase embedded into the arms of the nanostructures. The
influence of the temperature gradient and Zn and O super-

saturation conditions inside the reactor has been qualita-
tively correlated to the onset of alternating bulk ZB/WZ
phases inside the arms of the smallest tetrapods.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
“In-Stream” Vapor Phase Growth of the ZnO TPs. The growth method

used for obtaining our TPs is a catalyst-free vapor-solid mecha-
nism.41 In particular ZnO tetrapods have been grown by a com-
bination of thermal evaporation and controlled oxidation. The
growth process was performed in a tubular furnace, where dif-
ferent gases can be introduced through proper flow-controllers.
Pure metallic Zn (6 N) foils were used as source material and no
other catalyst, precursor, or potential contaminant were added.
Source material was heated up to 650 °C in an inert gas (Ar) flow
(20 sccm) and, when this temperature was reached, Ar flow was
substituted by an Ar/O2 mixture (20:1 ratio, 100 sccm), thus start-
ing the formation of a light white “smoke” in the reaction tube.
The floating white particulate was made of tetrapods and it was
brought by the gas stream up to the colder zone of the reactor,
where it deposited on the tube walls.

The TP nucleation and size are determined by the Zn/O ratio
in the vapor and by the local temperature in the reactor. Gener-
ally the larger TPs (micrometer-sized) grow at higher temperatures
and Zn vapor concentration; opposite conditions lead to a re-
duced nucleation/growth rate, that is, to smaller TPs (nanometer
sized). The arms of these nanostructures grow while TPs are being
transported by the inert gas flow, together with vapor phase re-
agents (Zn and O2), toward the colder zone of the reactor. In this
zone the growth ends and TPs settle on the tube walls. During their
“growth path” along the reactor, the TPs can experience different
local conditions (Zn/O ratio, temperature, etc.): the terminal ZB
phase can be found only for small-sized TPs grown at low temper-
ature, with low Zn/O flux, that is, with poor mobility of the elemen-
tal species, indicating the existence of a possible critical dimen-
sion above which ZB cannot be further stabilized.

Optical Characterization. The morphology and size of “as-grown”
single ZnO tetrapods as well as cathodoluminescence (CL) spec-
troscopy and monochromatic imaging were performed by using a
field emission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S4200)
equipped with a CL system.47 To this purpose, the nanostructures
were removed from their substrate and dispersed on conductive
carbon tape. CL investigations were performed by using primary
electron beam energy/current values of 5 keV/0.2 nA at 10 K.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were taken using the
325 nm line of a He�Cd laser as an excitation source. The sample
was mounted in a cryostat where the temperature can be var-
ied in the range 14�300 K.

Transmission Electron Microscopy Studies. For TEM studies, the TPs
were first sonicated from the growth substrate and then dis-
persed onto Cu/lacey-carbon TEM grids. A field emission high
resolution (Scherzer resolution � 0.19 nm) analytical TEM work-
ing at 200 kV (JEOL JEM-2200 FS) has been used to study the
structural properties of single TPs. As for the determination of
the crystallographic phases, hundreds of TPs of variable sizes
have been analyzed to achieve reliable statistics for the
observations.
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